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ABSTRACT A
Draft 1

BLUE text = Worksheet statements from 2nd video used to identify useable key sentences.

The research problem of the study was older driver safety. One area of concern is age-related cognitive impairment. Studies have shown that some cognitive abilities begin to deteriorate as a person ages. The correlation between age-related cognitive decline and driver ability requires investigation. This paper on older driver safety reports on a study which evaluated the effect of age and cognitive function in relation to driving errors and self-regulation decisions. The sample consisted of 178 drivers, aged 65 to 88 years. The research method(s) I used in my study was/were the FOV Assessment (Field of View Assessment), a computer based visual test screening instrument for older drivers, was employed. Subjects also completed an on-road driving test. A self-report questionnaire and follow up interview were used to assess driver decision to regulate their driving activities. The findings of the study are as follows. The study showed that all driver error types increased with chronological age. The FOV predicted blind-spot errors and errors on dual-lane roadways. The cognitive factors explained 7% of variance in the total number of errors in the instructor-navigated condition and 4% of variance in the self-navigated condition. Older drivers were 80% more likely to self regulate than drivers 70 years of age and younger. Self-regulation choices included not driving at night, not driving on freeways, not driving during inclement weather, and asking a friend or family member to drive when the person was tired or ill. The results of the study indicated (or suggested) the following. Among older drivers, errors increase with age and are associated with speeded selective attention, particularly when that requires attending to the stimuli in the periphery of the visual field, task switching, and visual discrimination. Drivers older than 70 years of age were more conscious of the need to self regulate their driving. [Word count: 300]
The research problem of the study was older driver safety. One area of concern is age-related cognitive impairment. Studies have shown that some cognitive abilities begin to deteriorate as a person ages. The correlation between age-related cognitive decline and driver ability requires investigation. This paper on older driver safety reports on a study which evaluated the effect of age and cognitive function in relation to driving errors and self-regulation decisions. The sample consisted of 178 drivers, aged 65 to 88 years. The research method(s) I used in my study was/were the FOV Assessment (Field of View Assessment), a computer based visual test screening instrument for older drivers, was employed. Subjects also completed an on-road driving test. A self-report questionnaire and follow up interview were used to assess driver decision to regulate their driving activities. The findings of the study are as follows. The study showed that all driver error types increased with chronological age. The FOV predicted blind-spot errors and errors on dual-lane roadways. The cognitive factors explained 7% of variance in the total number of errors in the instructor-navigated condition and 4% of variance in the self-navigated condition. Older drivers were 80% more likely to self regulate than drivers 70 years of age and younger. Self-regulation choices included not driving at night, not driving on freeways, not driving during inclement weather, and asking a friend or family member to drive when the person was tired or ill. The results of the study indicated (or suggested) the following. Among older drivers, errors increase with age and are associated with speeded selective attention, particularly when that requires attending to the stimuli in the periphery of the visual field, task switching, and visual discrimination. Drivers older than 70 years of age were more conscious of the need to self regulate their driving. [Word count: 300]
This paper on older driver safety reports on a study which evaluated the effect of age and cognitive function in relation to driving errors and self-regulation decisions. The sample consisted of 178 drivers, aged 65 to 88 years. The FOV Assessment (Field of View Assessment), a computer based visual test screening instrument for older drivers, was employed. Subjects also completed an on-road driving test. A self-report questionnaire and follow up interview were used to assess driver decision to regulate their driving activities. The study showed that all driver error types increased with chronological age. The FOV predicted blind-spot errors and errors on dual-lane roadways. The cognitive factors explained 7% of variance in the total number of errors in the instructor-navigated condition and 4% of variance in the self-navigated condition. Older drivers were 80% more likely to self regulate than drivers 70 years of age and younger. Self-regulation choices included not driving at night, not driving on freeways, not driving during inclement weather, and asking a friend or family member to drive when the person was tired or ill. Among older drivers, errors increase with age and are associated with speeded selective attention, particularly when that requires attending to the stimuli in the periphery of the visual field, task switching, and visual discrimination. Drivers older than 70 years of age were more conscious of the need to self regulate their driving. [Word count: 230]
ABSTRACT C
Draft 1 before 2nd revision

ALL Text Highlighted in Yellow = Sentences that will be rewritten or deleted in the 2nd round of revision.

RED Text Highlighted in Yellow = The Methodology section sentences (that will be rewritten or deleted in the 2nd round of revision).

GREEN Text Highlighted in Yellow = The Findings section sentences (that will be rewritten or deleted in the 2nd round of revision).

This paper on older driver safety reports on a study which evaluated the effect of age and cognitive function in relation to driving errors and self-regulation decisions. The sample consisted of 178 drivers, aged 65 to 88 years. The FOV Assessment (Field of View Assessment), a computer based visual test screening instrument for older drivers, was employed. Subjects also completed an on-road driving test. A self-report questionnaire and follow up interview were used to assess driver decision to regulate their driving activities. The study showed that all driver error types increased with chronological age. The FOV predicted blind-spot errors and errors on dual-lane roadways. The cognitive factors explained 7% of variance in the total number of errors in the instructor-navigated condition and 4% of variance in the self-navigated condition. Older drivers were 80% more likely to self regulate than drivers 70 years of age and younger. Self-regulation choices included not driving at night, not driving on freeways, not driving during inclement weather, and asking a friend or family member to drive when the person was tired or ill. Among older drivers, errors increase with age and are associated with speeded selective attention, particularly when that requires attending to the stimuli in the periphery of the visual field, task switching, and visual discrimination. Drivers older than 70 years of age were more conscious of the need to self regulate their driving. [Word count: 230]
ABSTRACT D
Final Draft

This paper on older driver safety reports on a study which evaluated the effect of age and cognitive function in relation to driving errors and self-regulation decisions. One hundred and seventy eight drivers, aged 65 to 88 years, participated. The drivers completed a computer-based visual test screening instrument for older drivers, an on-road driving test, a self-report questionnaire, and follow up interview. The study showed that all driver error types increased with chronological age. The visual test screening test predicted blind-spot errors and errors on dual-lane roadways. Drivers older than 70 years were 80% more likely to self regulate. Self-regulation choices included not driving at night, not driving on freeways, not driving during inclement weather, and asking a friend or family member to drive. Among older drivers, errors increase with age and are associated with speeded selective attention, particularly when that requires attending to the stimuli in the periphery of the visual field, task switching, and visual discrimination. Drivers older than 70 years of age were more conscious of the need to self regulate their driving. [Word count: 176]